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ABSTRACT In this paper, we present techniques for automatically classifying players and tracking ball
movements in basketball game video clips under poor conditions, where the camera angle dynamically shifts
and changes. In the core of our system lies Yolo, a realtime object detection system. Given the ground
truth boxes collected by our data specialists, Yolo is trained to detect the presence of objects in every video
frame. In addition, Yolo uses Darknet that implements convolution neural networks to classify a detected
object to a player and to recognize its jersey numbers of specific movements. By identifying players and ball
possessions, we can automatically compute ball distributions that are reflected on complex networks. With
original Yolo system, player movement can be interrupted, when the players move out of the frame due to
camera shift and when players overlap each other on a two-dimensional frame. We have adapted Yolo to
keep track of players even under such poor condition by considering contextual information available from
the framework preceding and/or succeeding problematic video frames. In addition to the novel movement
inference method, we provide a framework for analyzing the pass networks in various perspectives to help
the managing staff to reveal critical determinants of team performance and to design better game strategies.
We assess the performance of our system in terms of accuracy by making a comparison with the analytical
reports generated by human experts.

INDEX TERMS Sports analytics, object detection, complex networks, deep learning, video processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Sports analytics have been recognized as a growing multidis-
ciplinary field which incorporates sports, statistics, mecha-
tronics, electrical engineering and computer science with
imaginative and intuitive approaches [1]–[3]. Ever-increasing
interests in sports have led to the development of various
analytical methods for understanding the underlying sports
parameters and for finding the clues for enhancing the per-
formance of teams and individual athletes. Sports analyt-
ics have gained much attention especially in the world of

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Vivek Kumar Sehgal.

popular team sports such as soccer, basketball, and vol-
leyball. The statistical analyses are combined with both
on-field and off-field measurements [4] in order to improve
on-field player-based performances and to assist sports man-
agement. In particular, the on-field statistics and analyses
have been continuously developing sophisticated tools and
performance indicators, with the purpose of enhancing and
maximizing players’ performance and efficiency with mini-
mal investments. The current R&D trends are moving their
approaches from simple descriptive descriptions to in-depth
relationship analyses within teams and tactics as multivariate
functions.
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Meanwhile, to draw the relationships or interactions, there
should be involved massive human labors with high concen-
tration efforts such as repeating classification and judgment
on interactive assignments for recognition of players and balls
and event-tagging [5]–[10]. Furthermore, Halvorsen et al.
reported an integrated system which is composed of sensors,
annotation systems, and a camera image acquisition system
to cope with massive amounts of sports data stored in image
file formats [11]. Nonetheless, pre-existing attempts on com-
plicated sports analytics suffer from massive, labor-intensive
and time-consuming manual operations that are prone to
errors such as false negatives and false positives [5]–[11].

In this paper, we aim to devise a novel system for auto-
mated sports analytics. For this objective, we propose to use
a novel combination of deep learning techniques [12], [13]
and network sciences [14].

The recent advancement of deep learning algorithms has
paved a way for many successful applications. The computer
visions powered with convolutional neural networks [15] and
realtime region-proposal algorithms [16]–[19] have exhibited
close-to-human object detection and classification capabil-
ities. In this paper, we focus not only on locating players
and identifying their jersey numbers but also on tracing
ball pass movements and interceptions by adapting the Yolo
framework [16].Wemade significant improvement over Yolo
to reliably track player and ball movements even under the
poor condition where the players move out of the frame
due to frequent camera shifts and overlay each other on
two-dimensional video frames. We devised a novel algorithm
to infer missing players and prevent jersey number misclas-
sification by considering contextual information from video
frames preceding and succeeding problematic frames.

From a sequence of automatically recognized players and
their actions, we generate player interaction networks as
directed graphs. With the graph information, we can employ
network science to systematically understand and analyses
team performance. Network science is a rapidly-growing
academic field which study complex networks ranging from
social networks, information networks, epidemiology, and
biology networks [14], [20]–[23]. Recently, a number of
research works using network science surfaced in the field
of sports analytics [5]–[10]. Analyzing the networks has
been shown to be effective particularly for popular team
sports [5]–[10]. Such approaches have offered the opportu-
nities to interpret the performance of individual players from
different team perspectives with new parameters and data
management. Besides the conventional network parameters,
we provide the means to assess the importance of each player
with an adapted multivariate Eigen Centrality function [24],
which we refer to as Player Centrality. In addition, we offer
the intuitive visual cues that reflect both the individual and
team behaviors on a single integrated view.

In the rest of this paper, we present our technical contribu-
tions in the following structure: (1) in Section II, we devise
a novel machine learning methodology for identifying ball
possessions based on Yolo, a realtime object detection system

and ball movement tracking based on the identified object;
(2) in Section III, we extract complex networks that represent
ball movement patterns and explain how it can be used to find
the key determinants of team performance. Also, we evaluate
the accuracy of our novel approaches; (4) in Section IV,
we introduce related works; and (5) in Section V, we briefly
discuss future works and conclude.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we present the mechanism of object detection
from video clip frames and a novel machine learning proce-
dure for recognizing players and their movements.

A. OBJECT DETECTION METHODOLOGY
We adapted Yolo for the realtime detection of objects in
recorded video frames [16]–[18]. We selected Yolo, as it
has outperformed notable existing object detection systems
such as Fast-RCNN [25] and Faster-RCNN [19] in terms of
mean average precision (mAP) and object detection speed in
FPS (frames per second). The overall procedure for Yolo’s
object detection and classification mechanism is outlined
in Fig. 1.

Yolo first dissects a given video frame into a D x D grid.
For each cell, Yolo proposes bounding boxes and computes a
confidence value that each box contains an object. We rep-
resent the dimension of a bounding box with a coordinate
of its center (x, y) and width and height (w, h). Yolo uses
K-means clustering algorithm to distinguish distinct groups
of dimensions for bounding boxes based on the collected
ground truth boxes. The clusters of K = 5 is a good tradeoff
between model complexity and high recall [18]. The con-
fidence of each proposed bounding box is computed based
on Equation 1. IOU (Intersection Over Union) is the area of
overlap between the proposed bounding box and the ground
truth box, as shown in Fig. 2.

P(object)× IOU truth
prop (1)

As shown in Fig. 3, the output that is predicted by Yolo is a
13×13×(5×5+C) tensor, where C is the number of classes a
proposed bounding box can be associated.We set the grid size
to 13 × 13 considering the high resolution of the basketball
game recordings we have. Each cell proposes 5 bounding
boxes. We use two Yolo models to identify the exact ball
possessors. The first Yolo model distinguishes whether a
detected object is a ball possessor or a player without a ball
(C = 2). Once a ball possessor is detected, we use the second
Yolomodel to identify the possessor’s jersey number.We first
detect the ball possessor without any identification of the
jersey number. For the second Yolo model, C = 10, as there
are 10 classes, i.e., there are 10 jersey numbers on the floor.
Yolo uses Darknet which is a C implementation of Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN) [15]. For each cell, Yolo
computes the conditional probability that a detected object
can be categorized into a class as shown in Equation 2.

P(Class|Object) (2)
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FIGURE 1. Object detection and classification procedure with Yolo.

FIGURE 2. An example of IOU evaluation.

FIGURE 3. Tensors Yolo learns for detecting a ball, players and jersey
numbers.

Then, Yolo returns the score of each proposed bounding
box that by calculating Equation 3.

P(Class|Object)× P(Object)× IOU truth
prop (3)

Grid cells may propose redundant and overlapping bound-
ing boxes especially when they are adjacent to each other,
as shown in the examples in Fig. 4. To remove redundant

FIGURE 4. An example of redundantly proposed boxes around players.

Algorithm 1 Non-Maximal Suppression
Input: Proposal_Boxes[0. . . n]
Output: Final_Boxes

1 Sort Proposal_Boxes of by score in descending order;
2 while boxes to check in Proposal_Boxes 6= φ do
3 max_box← the box with the highest score;
4 foreach box ∈ Proposal_Boxes[1. . . n] do
5 if IOU (max_box, box) > threshold then
6 the score of box← 0
7 Remove all boxes with scores=0;
8 Insert max_box to Final_Boxes;
9 Remove max_box from Proposal_Boxes;

boxes and pick the best bounding box for an object, we run
the Non-Maximal Suppression (NMS) method that is speci-
fied in Algorithm 1. NMS first sorts the bounding boxes by
their scores in descending order. While NMS iterates through
the sorted list of bounding boxes, it discards any bounding
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box whose IOU with the highest-scored box is more than
the configured threshold. We regard the highly overlapping
bounding boxes to be referring to the same object. NMS con-
tinues the iteration until it encounters a box whose IOU with
the highest-scored box is less than the configured threshold.
NMS finalizes the class association for the highest-scored
bounding box and then repeats the aforementioned steps to
remove the boxes that intersect with the newly encountered
bounding box more than configured threshold.

B. MACHINE LEARNING PROCEDURE
To train the object detector, we collect a set of ground truth
boxes for each class we want to recognize. For players
possessing a ball, we make sure the ball and the torso of
the ball possessor are captured within a ground truth box,
as shown in Fig. 5. For players without a ball, we capture
the entire body within a ground truth box, as shown in Fig. 6.
We also box jersey numbers. Samples of the captured jersey
numbers are shown in Fig. 7. Each box is tagged with a team
information and the actual jersey number.

FIGURE 5. Boxes showing the possession of the ball.

FIGURE 6. Collecting ground truth boxes of jersey numbers for each
team.

As mentioned in the previous section, a ball possessor is
first identified, and then the detected ball possessor’s jersey
number is recognized. To implement this two-phase recogni-
tion method, we generate two separate models that identify
ball possessors and jersey numbers. We had to resort by
separating the models, because capturing every player with
a visible jersey number was a reckless task especially when
the jersey number was not always clearly visible in the video
clip. Furthermore, if we collect jersey numbers only from the

FIGURE 7. Collecting ground truth boxes of ball possession.

ball possessors, then we cannot get enough training data to
identify jersey numbers.

C. THE GENERATION OF PASS NETWORK INFORMATION
Given the sequence of video frames with ball possessors,
we track the ball movements among players. In order to trace
the passing relationships, we first need to identify the players
and track their movements. Yolo does not attempt to recover
the lost track of players and balls when scene shift occurs.
Also, Yolo cannot distinguish players when they overlap
each other on a two-dimensional video frame without abso-
lute coordinate information. Therefore, we adapted Yolo and
devised a new tracking algorithm named Joy2019. The algo-
rithm is specified on Algorithm 2. We first assign a unique
tracking ID (tid) for each identified box that encapsulates

Algorithm 2 Joy2019, The Player Tracking Algorithm
Input: Frames: video frames with bounding boxes
Output: LabeledFrames: Frames and their bounding

boxes labeled with track IDs and jersey
numbers

1 foreach frame F ∈ Frames do
2 if F is the first frame then
3 Assign a unique trackingID from 1 to 5 to each

bounding box;
4 Set F as the preceding frame;
5 else
6 foreach bounding box c ∈ F do
7 Find the closest bounding box, b, in the

preceding frames;
8 c.trackID← b.trackID;
9 c.jerseyNumber← b.jerseyNumber;
10 if the jerseyNumber of c recognized then
11 From LabeledFrames, retrieve

P = {p|p.trackID = c.trackID};
12 foreach p ∈ P do
13 if there is no jersey number for p

then
14 p.jerseyNumber←

c.jerseyNumber;
15 Insert the current frame and its bounding

box information to LabeledFrames;
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FIGURE 8. Identifying the jersey number of a ball possessor.

FIGURE 9. An example of assigning a jersey number to a box with the
same tid.

a player. A jersey number of each box is not assigned until the
back number is detected. As illustrated in Fig. 8, we check if
a player box includes a bounding box that contains a jersey
number. Once a jersey number box that is recognized to
be belong to a specific player box, we iterate back through
the previous frames and designate the jersey number to the
unassigned boxes with the same tid. For example, Fig. 9
shows that a player box with tid(1) is associated with the
jersey number 27. With Joy2019, we can detect the pass
relationship as shown in Fig. 10. We can spot the moment
when the player with jersey number 7 passes the ball to its
teammate contained in a box with tracking ID 3.

FIGURE 10. Example of recognizing and tracking pass actions.

Upon assigning a tracking ID to a player box in a given
frame, we search through 10 preceding video frames to find
the box with the same tid that is within the closest prox-
imity in the frame coordinate (Algorithm 2:7). We look up
beyond the immediately preceding frame as it may not show
a recognized box that matches the current player box being
examined. The number of frames to look through is set to 10,

FIGURE 11. The problem of tracking a reappeared player box.

as the range of player’s movement is within 150 pixels,
meaning that player’s relative position in the framework does
not change drastically within these 10 frames.

FIGURE 12. The box that disappeared from the scene and the box that
reappeared share the same tracking ID.

There are more cases that prevent Joy2019 from track-
ing movements completely and correctly as follows. Due to
dynamically-moving camera angles, a player box may tem-
porarily disappear from the video frame. When it re-appears
on the scene, tracking ID information can be lost. For
this case, we assign the lowest unused tracking ID to the
re-appeared player box and resume the procedure of find-
ing its jersey number. This causes some issues as shown
in Fig. 11 and 12. In Fig. 11, Player C with tid:4 disappears
from the scene and then reappears in the following frame.
If we cannot find the closest box within a configured distance
in the set of previous frames, we assign the lowest available
tracking ID to the reappeared box. Therefore, a player can
be associated with different tracking IDs over time. This is
problematic as multiple players can have the same tracking
ID, as shown in Fig. 12. Player C:tid(3) disappears, and
reappeared Player D:tid(3) takes over Player C’s tid. We can
correct the tracking IDs when a jersey number is recognized
in one of the following frames. This can cause the two
different players to have the same jersey number as well
since jersey numbers are not visible in every frame. Suppose
Player D:tid:(3) in Fig. 12 is assigned a jersey number, our
Algorithm searches through the preceding frames to find the
boxes with the same tracking ID but without a jersey number.
It is susceptible that our Algorithm assigns the jersey number
of Player C:tid(3) to Player D:tid(3) as shown in Fig. 12.
Another frequently occurring situation is where players

overlap each other in a frame, as shown in Fig. 13. Player
A:tid(1) and Player B:tid(2) competing for the ball are
overlapped. Yolo confuses the overlapped image as a sin-
gle player. Player B:tid(2) that eclipsed Player A:tid(1) is
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FIGURE 13. Tracking IDs of the two overlapped player boxes being
swapped.

accidentally associated with tid(1). In the subsequent frame,
the tracking IDs of the two overlapped players are swapped,
which can cause wrong player informations to be associated
with the recognized boxes.

FIGURE 14. Temporarily unrecognized boxes receive different
tracking IDs.

Fig. 14 illustrates a case where Yolo temporarily unrecog-
nizes Player B:tid(2) and Player C:tid(3). Joy2019may assign
incorrect tracking IDs when they reappear after a significant
number of frames have passed.

It is non-trivial to avoid the aforementioned issues,
as Joy2019 relies on a method that identifies a player by
its jersey number that is not always visible. We can fix this
problem to some degree by obtaining more frames recorded
from different camera angles. Another solution is to have a
video footage that shows the entire floor instead of zoom-
ing in and out. We can also consider training our classifier
to identify the player by their unique physical appearance
including facial characteristics. However, such an approach
may require expensive ultra-high resolution video images and
many close-up shots.

III. EVALUATION
Our evaluation was conducted on a deep learning machine
equipped with Intel R Core I7-8700 CPU, Nvidia GeForce
GTX 1080Ti GPU, and 32GB of memory. This machine is
operated with Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. For this evaluation, we used
a publicly-available video recording of a full NBA game. The
video clip is encoded with MPEG4 at a bit-rate of 1200 Kbps.
The resolution and the frame speed are 1280x720 and 30 FPS,
respectively. We collected over 16,000 ground truth boxes of
balls, players and jersey numbers from 1204 video frames.
We took the collection of ground truth boxes as an input to
Yolo that is pre-trained with Microsoft’s Coco dataset [26].
For testing, we extracted a 3-minute partial recording from
the game footage that was not used for training.1

1The videos with annotated tracking results to be made available on IEEE
Access

FIGURE 15. The human-generated graph showing passing relationship
among players of Team White.

FIGURE 16. The Yolo-generated graph showing passing relationship
among players of team white.

TABLE 1. Accuracy of recognizing jersey numbers and players.

From the video clip, we extracted a network showing pass-
ing relationships among players who are denoted as vertices
(nodes). The directed edges (links) between nodes indicates
an inbound or an outbound pass. We visualized the pass
graphs generated by human, Yolo and Joy2019 for each team,
as shown in Fig. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20. We produced
the graphs with D3.js [27]. Table 1 shows the accuracy in
recognizing jersey numbers and players. In terms of player
recognition, our algorithm, Joy2019, shows slightly higher
recall than Yolo, and it is on par with the human. False
classification of a player into another object did not occur.
Joy2019 exhibitedmore than 100% improvement over human
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FIGURE 17. The Joy2019-generated graph showing passing relationship
among players of team white.

FIGURE 18. The human-generated graph showing passing relationship
among players of team blue.

and Yolo with regards to the precision of recognizing jersey
numbers. Note that Joy2019 attempts to infer jersey num-
bers even in the case where jersey numbers are not visible.
Joy2019 used the tracking information based on the preceding
or succeeding frames for the jersey number inference. Thus,
Joy2019 showed much higher recall than Yolo. However,
we did not include the recall of jersey number recognition
as it was not feasible to count only the visual detection of
the jersey numbers by Joy2019, and make fair comparison
against Yolo.

Average node degree of each graph is shown in Table 2.
Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is at most 33.5%.
In addition to identifying pass relationships, we assessed and
quantified the performance of each player using a multivari-
ate Eigen-centrality algorithm which we refer to as the Player
Centrality (PC). We adapted the NodeRank algorithm that we
devised for a network security problem [24]. The terms that
we used for computing the PC are defined as follows: 9 is a
set of play actions such as passing to a teammate, receiving

FIGURE 19. The Yolo-generated graph showing passing relationship
among players of team blue.

FIGURE 20. The Joy2019-generated graph showing passing relationship
among players of team blue.

a pass, intercepting the ball from an opponent, and getting
intercepted by an opponent. The PC of a node is a weighted
sum as defined in Equation 4.

R(vx) =
∑
i∈9

αiRi(vx) (4)

αi is a weight for a play action, i. For pass actions,
the weight is set to 0.3. For the action of being intercepted
by an opponent, we set the weight to -0.7, since it negatively
affects the team performance. On the other hand, we set the
weight to 0.7 for intercepting the ball from an opponent,
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TABLE 2. Average node degree of pass graph for each team.
(H and J stands for interpretation by human and Joy2019, respectively.
The notation is consistently used in the tables in the rest of this section.).

as such an action can given positive impact to the team per-
formance. Sports analysts can extend Equation 4 to account
for more actions such as turnovers, scoring and fouls.
R(vx) in Equation 4 is score of vx , which is defined in

Equation 5.

Ri(vx) =
1− d
n
+ d

(∑
t∈G

ai(v,t) ·
Ri(vt )
Ci(vt )

)
(i ∈ 9) (5)

ai(v,t) is a stochastic adjacency matrix. Every row in ai(v,t)
sums to 1. C(vt ) is used for normalizing the PC value, which
is defined in Equation 6.

Ci(vt ) =
( n∑
t=1

ai(v,t)
)
(i ∈ 9) (6)

d in Equation 5 is a constant called a damping factor
which reflects the phenomenon that not all players engage
in a play action directly with every other player on the flow,
in a given observed time frame. We set the damping factor to
0.85, which is the value used by PageRank [28] to discount
scores of incoming web page links by 15%. While PageRank
considers only the incoming links for scoring the rank of a
node, we consider both outbound and inbound actions for
assessing a node’s centrality.

FIGURE 21. The human-generated graph showing passing relationship
among players.

We reflected the PC value of each player on the graphs
in Fig. 21, 22 and 24. A solid arrow indicates a pass to

FIGURE 22. The Yolo-generated graph showing passing relationship
among players.

FIGURE 23. An example showing Joy2019 to incorrectly identify the
defender as a passer.

FIGURE 24. The Joy2019-generated graph showing passing relationship
among players.

a teammate. A dotted arrow a ball being stolen (intercepted)
to an opponent. We visualized the PC of each player as the
circular size of player node. That is, a player with larger node
size indicates a higher PC value. With this visual cue, we can
easily locate the key players on the flow and their relative
impact on the team.
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TABLE 3. Pass distribution to teammates in percentage for each player in team white (generated with Yolo).

TABLE 4. Pass distribution to teammates in percentage for each player in Team Blue (generated with Yolo).

TABLE 5. Pass distribution to teammates in percentage for each player in team white (generated with Joy2019).

As shown in Figure 16 and 19, Yolo failed to derive
pass relationships due to poor recognition of jersey numbers.
In contrast, as shown in Figure 17 and 20, Joy2019 generated
more edges than the human. This is because Joy2019 falsely
identify players in between a ball passer and a ball receiver
to be involved in the ball passing. For instance, Joy2019 can
confuse the defender (the player in a white jersey) to be relay-
ing the ball between the two players in blue jerseys (as shown
in Figure 23). Since each video frames two-dimensional
images, Joy2019 cannot fully capture the three-dimensional
spatial information such as absolute coordinates of each
player, which is critical for analyzing player’s movement.
We expect Joy2019 to perform better if depth information
and video frameworks recorded at multiple angles are made
available.

We have measured the difference between pass dis-
tributions to teammates in terms of absolute percentage

error (APE) and mean percentage error (MAPE), as shown
in Table 3, 4, 5 and 6. The result exhibits lower MAPE
by Joy2019 compared to Yolo. We also compared the
two algorithms in terms of normalized rank displacement
of players, as shown in Table 7 and 8. The difference
of the rank for each player is measured as the amount
of displacement. For instance, Player W-12’s ranking by
Yolo is displaced by one rank whereas Joy2019 does not
show any displacement for this player. Overall, as shown
in Table 7 and 8, Yolo and Joy2019 showed similar
displacement values.

As shown in Table 9 and 10, we ranked the players by their
PC values. Overall Joy2019 showed lower MAPE in comput-
ing the PC-based rank compared to Yolo. Given the in-depth
analysis of the various cases that hamper the recognition
and tracking method, we plan to employ additional measures
such as using multiple cameras, high-resolution videos and
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TABLE 6. Pass distribution to teammates in percentage for each player in team blue.

TABLE 7. Normalized rank displacement of players. For each team,
average normalized rank displacement (ANRD) is computed. Comparison
between human (H) and Yolo (Y).

TABLE 8. Normalized rank displacement of players. For each team,
average normalized rank displacement (ANRD) is computed. Comparison
between human (H) and Joy2019 (J).

communication devices attached to players in order to make
further improvement.

IV. RELATED WORK
In this section, we put our work in the context of related
works.

Several general-purpose works used image process-
ing techniques to identify objects from video streams.
Gavrila and Philomin presented an efficient shape-based
object detection method based on distance transforms and
described its use for realtime vision on-board vehicles
[29]. Nascimento et al. provided novel methods to evalu-
ate the performance of object detection algorithms in video
sequences [30]. W4S is a real time visual surveillance sys-
tem for detecting and tracking people by integrating real-
time stereo computation into an intensity-based detection and

tracking algorithms [31]. While these works mainly used
traditional image processing methods, approaches based on
machine learning are becoming more prevalent recently. For
instance, Wang and Yeung [32] trained a stacked de-noising
autoencoder offline to learn generic image features from aux-
iliary natural images to get the trajectory of amoving object in
a video with complex background. [19] introduced a Region
Proposal Network (RPN) that shares full-image convolutional
features with the detection network, thus enabling nearly
cost-free region proposals. VoxNet is a deep learning archi-
tecture to tackle the object detection problem by integrating a
volumetric Occupancy Grid representation with a supervised
3D Convolutional Neural Network (3D CNN) [33]. VoxNet
is used in various fields including robotics. In this work,
we learned that we cannot utilize the off-the-shelf solutions
out-of-the-box. For visual sports analytics, some customiza-
tion is necessary. We introduce notable related works in the
following.

With the help of deep learning, SportVu modeled the
ball trajectory without a priori knowledge of physics [34].
SportVu recognizes ball movements from the images
recorded and streamed at 16 different locations around the
basketball court. SportVu also classifies offensive play calls
with unique variants of neural networks [35]. In contrast,
we used a publicly-available video clip showing dynamically
shifting and changing camera angles. Despite the use of
multiple cameras, SportVu is known to suffer from errors
as well and requires engineers to be stationed on-site to
manually revise the analysis results. Comparing the perfor-
mance between our solution and such proprietary systems is
not trivial. Nevertheless, it would be worthwhile to assess
the trade-offs among cost, human efforts, resource require-
ments, accuracy, and speed. We have provided a solution
that can be applied to video clips recorded with commod-
ity cameras, which can appeal to sports teams that have
limited hardware and human resources. More importantly,
we transparently disclose the detailed reasons for imper-
fect player tracking especially under much poorer condition
in order to prompt the research community to seek fur-
ther enhancements. HawkEye is another commercial solution
similar to SportVu, which is used in a number sports includ-
ing baseball and tennis [36]. HawkEye specializes more in
ball tracking than inferring relationships among players in
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TABLE 9. Comparison between human and Yolo in terms of player rank
values.

TABLE 10. Comparison between human and Joy2019 in terms of player
rank values.

team sports. In Barlett et al.’s work, the football player’s
coordinates and movement patterns were analyzed with Pro-
zone3 computer vision solution [37]. Granot et al. tracked the
player’s movements with hardware sensors instead of using
computer visions [38]. It used triangulation with multiple
sensors to locate the coordinates of players. Our solution
relies on computer visions only and tracks relative move-
ment of each player. Alahi et al. analyzed past player tra-
jectories to predict the player’s movements [39]. However,
they did not analyze interactions between players. We com-
pute relative importance of each player that is measured
as a multivariate Eigen centrality value. In [40], SORT is
developed based on Yolo v2.0 to detect players in realtime.
However, SORT does not identify the jersey numbers and the
player actions such as dribbling, interception, and passing.
Jiang et al. analyzed beach volleyball games using multi-
ple hypotheses tracking (MHT) method [41]. Our solution
adapted Yolo that exhibits a higher mean average precision
than MHT in detecting players. Lamas et al. analyzed the
goalkeeper’s decision making and how it determined team
performance [42]. Sampaio et al. and Skinner et al. ana-
lyzed basketball team performance based on statistical player
tracking data [43], [44]. However, it does not explain how it
obtained player tracking data. Our work is keen on automat-
ing the process of tracking play actions seen on the stream
of images. Lastly, Gerke et al. used convolutional neural
networks to recognize soccer jersey numbers [45]. However,
Gerke at al. focused only on classifying a manually cropped
jersey numbers [45], whereas our solution attempts to detect
the regions that contain jersey numbers and associate them
with player objects to track their movements as well as their
interactions with others.

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a novel system that automatically
recognizes basketball players and their interaction with ath-
letes on the floor such as passing and interceptions in realtime
from a publicly-available NBA game footage that was used
for broadcasting. We employed Yolo for object detection and
classification. In addition, we implemented a novel player
tracking algorithm that performance better than Yolo under
the poor condition where camera angle dynamically shifts
and changes. Our algorithm also handles the case where play-
ers overlap can hamper the correct tracking and identification
of players due to the lack of absolute coordinate information
on two-dimensional frames. We took advantage of movement
history extracted from preceding video frames to recover any
missing track information. We applied network science to
analyze the passing relationship among players and assessed
the importance of each player in terms of a newly defined
multivariate Eigen centrality. Our solution have shown some
shortcomings in terms of accuracy due to inherent limitation
of current deep learning algorithms that are not entirely error-
free. However, we gained valuable insights into the technical
issues when attempting to construct a fully-automated sports
analytics machine, and we envision such findings to motivate
the community to enhance the system further. Besides the
efforts to improve the accuracy, we plan to identify more
player actions such as shoot attempts, scoring, rebound, and
missed shots.
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